
Waterlines promotes debate and highlights the latest perspectives in the 
WASH sector. The journal considers the key challenges facing engineers, 
health professionals, community development workers, researchers, policy 
makers–and suggests how these issues may be tackled using affordable, 
sustainable systems with reference to wider policy and institutional 
frameworks.

Waterlines contains full-length peer-reviewed papers and shorter ‘articles 
from the field’.

Articles should be original contributions, between 4-6000 words in length, 
formatted to house style and not under consideration elsewhere. Alongside 
regular issues, Waterlines also produces special guest edited thematic issues. 

Full instructions for authors can be found online at
bit.ly/WATERLINESjournal

Articles should be submitted via Waterlines online submission and peer 
review system
www.edmgr.com/waterlines
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Waterlines priority areas

There are several topical and current issues that lie within the scope of the journal. These 
include:
• responses to, and implications of ways of working which take account of the Covid-19 pandemic
• new ways of acquiring, managing and acting on data and information
• measures to truly ensure that no-one is left behind in the pursuit of wider access to sustainable services
• links between WASH, water security, food security and nutrition

As always, Waterlines is interested in submissions which focus on services which reach disadvantaged and 
marginalised people. In addition to these areas, we continue to accept papers from across the full spectrum 
of water supply, sanitation (including waste management) and hygiene that are of relevance to, or bridge the 
gaps between, practitioners and researchers focused on low- and middle-income countries.

We would also like to take this opportunity to remind you that we accept papers in two formats including full 
research papers (up to 6000 words) and shorter (up to 3000 words) practice papers. More details are available 
on the website here:
practicalactionpublishing.com/journal/2/waterlines

Please feel free to contact the Editorial Team – waterlines@practicalaction.org.uk – for any advice or support 
regarding possible submission of an article. We are ready to respond personally to any question which you 
may have!

The Editorial Team
Richard Carter, Paul Hutchings, Dotun Adekile, Cara Flowers, Leslie Morris-Iveson

Waterlines participates in the Practical Action Publishing open access programme,
Open Online. Once accepted, authors can choose to publish open access in order to 
comply with funder mandates.
bit.ly/Open-Access

In 2022, Waterlines will become fully Open Access, through the Subscribe to Open model. 
Help us grow the impact of journal publishing around the world - support and subscribe today! Email 
publishinginfo@practicalaction.org.uk


